Read the words in the following box.

branch  chance  chooses  church  watch

Teach  march  rich  chops  such  change

Build a word from the box and use the following symbols.

\[
\begin{align*}
\square &= \text{an} & \bigcirc &= \text{ch} & \diamond &= \text{br} & \bigotimes &= \text{ce} \\
\diamond \square \bigcirc &= \_\_\_\_\_\_ \\
\bigcirc \square \bigotimes &= \_\_\_\_\_\_ \\
\end{align*}
\]

Write \text{ch} in the circle. Write \text{at} in the square.
Write \text{w} in the \diamond

\[
\begin{align*}
\diamond \square \bigcirc &= \_\_\_\_\_\_ \\
\end{align*}
\]

Write \text{ch} in the circle. Write \text{an} in the square and \text{ge} in the \diamond

\[
\begin{align*}
\bigcirc \square \diamond &= \_\_\_\_\_\_ \\
\end{align*}
\]
Read the words in the following box.

branch  chance  chooses  church  watch
teach  march  rich  chops  such  change

Write each in the square. Write t in the first  ◇ and r in the second.

◇  □  =  ________
□  ◇  =  ________

Write ch in the circles. Write ur in the square. Write su in the  ◇

○  □  ○  =  ________
◇  ○  =  ________

Write ch in the circle. Write ma in the square. Write r in the  ◇

□  ◇  ○  =  ________